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In the drawings hereto annexed, I have for
Be it known that I, GEORGE W. DUDLEY, the sake of avoiding complication and pro

of Charleston, in the county of Kanawha and lixity omitted such portions of the previous
State of West Virginia, have invented a new machine as remain unchanged and are pre- 55
5 and useful Improvement in a Combined Add served intact, only showing the new features
such portions of the old as are correlated
ing and Printing Machine, of which the fol and
lowing is a specification.
- to the said new features.
In an application for a patent filed by me Figure 1 is a plan view of the front part of
January 7, 1895, Serial No. 534,106, for a the machine with the inclosing case removed, 60
Io combined adding and printing machine, I the ribbon paper carrying and feeding de
have shown and described an organization of vices, all of which lie back of the line X X,
devices whose object is to quickly and ac (see Figs. 1, 2, and 4,) being omitted, it be
curately add a column or columns of figures, ing understood that the paper and printing
and at the same time and by the same manipu ribbon occupy the plane of the line XX. Fig. 65
lation of the keys to print upon a sheet of pa 2 is an inverted plan view showing all the
per these figures in the order in which they parts of the machinelying in front of the same
are added, so as to form a proof-sheet which line X X. Fig. 3 is a front elevation of the
shall verify the correctness of the addition, machine with parts broken away and parts
and which machine by special adjustments shown in section. Fig. 4 is a vertical section 70
20 may be made to print at the bottom of the taken on line 4.4 of Figs. 1 and 2, looking
column the sum total of the column, and to in the direction of the arrow on said line. Fig.
do this Work in a vertically-descending pro 5 is a vertical section taken on line 55 of Figs.
gression or vertically-ascending progression 1 and 2, looking in the direction of the arrow
or in a horizontal progression.
on said line. Fig. 5" is a sectional detail 75
25 My present invention, while combined with taken through line 5' 5" of Fig. 3. Fig. 6 is
the principal features of that machine, com a vertical section of the escapement mech
prises certain new features which I designate anism, taken on line 6 6 of Fig. 2 and look
generally as follows: First, an improved ing in the direction of the arrow on this line.
mechanism for causing the keys representing Fig. 6" is a section through the escapement 8o
go the different digits to impart a variable throw mechanism, taken on line 6' 6" of Fig. 6 and
to the adding-wheels and type-carrier; sec looking in the direction of the arrow on this
ond, a means for dispensing with the strain line. Fig. 6" is a detail in perspective of
on the machine of turning at one time a num the top of the barrel K*. Fig. 7 is a verti
ber of the adding-wheels, which becomes nee cal Section of the escapement mechanism, 85
35 essary in carrying from one denomination to taken on the line 77 of Fig. 2 and looking
the next, for which purpose I provide a set of in the direction of the arrow on this line. Fig.
supplementary receiving-wheels to which the 8 is a vertical section through the adding
numbers to be carried are delivered in a Cumu wheels, taken on line 8 8 of Figs. 3 and 8",
lative way until the addition is completed on looking in the direction of the arrow on said 90
4o the main wheels, after which these accumu line. Fig. 8" is a Sctional edge view of the
lated numbers on the supplementary receiv adding - wheels seen in Fig. 8 and shown
ing-wheels are added into the total by a sub partly in section on line 8' 8" of Fig. 8 and
sequent adding operation; third, a novel or partly in side elevation. Fig. 9 is a sectional
ganization of devices for spacing, adding and detail view of the means for locking the add- 95
45 printing, or spacing without printing and ing-wheels, taken online 99, Fig. 1; and Fig.
printing without adding.
9° is a rear view of the same, looking in the
In connection with these general features direction of the arrow on Fig. 9.
of improvement other improvements of a I will first describe generally the external
minor character are also provided, which may construction of the machine, and designate roo
location and functions of the several parts
5o be best understood hereinafter by reference the
visible on the outside of the machine.
to the drawings.
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throw of the adding devices substantially as
and for the purpose described.
23. The combination with the reciprocating
'gage-slide B", operating to move the adding
devices by both its forward and backward
movements, a spacing mechanism as described
consisting of an intermittently-acting escape
ment with pin l, a detent-lever L for holding
said pin, said lever being arranged at the end

of the return stroke of the gage-slide and op
erated by it in one direction, and having a
spring lº for operating it in the other direc
tion substantially as and for the purpose de
Scribed.

GEORGE W. T.) UDI.E.Y.
Witnesses:

THOS. J. ROCKEY,

E. B. DYER.
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